
 

 

Have you ever thought about a “Trentino da esplorare per tutti”? (Trentino to explore for everybody) 

The project, which was carried out thanks to the support of the town of Trento, arose from the idea 

of HandiCREA, a social cooperative that for over than 25 years works in the disability field. 

HandiCREA functions as the “Handicap help desk” of the city and deals with the mapping of the 
accessibility of places and facilities all over the regional area.  

The goal of the project “Trentino da esplorare per tutti” is to produce video tours that are enjoyable 

for everyone and concern the attractions and facilities of historical and cultural value of the 

Province of Trento, in order to entice and draw tourists to the visit.   

In every video, the translation in the Italian sign language (LIS – lingua dei segni italiana) is included, 
together with the possibility to select the audio guide and/or the subtitling option in Italian, English 

and German.  

All you have to do to watch the videos is to scan the QR-Code placed at the entrance of every building 
together with the project’s logo or to visit the specific webpage on the internet portal “Trentino per 

tutti” (Trentino for everybody).  

… From home as well, the disabled tourist will be able to be acquainted with the characteristics of 

the places shown in the videos and be made aware of which attractions he/she can benefit from, if 

he/she will decide to personally visit them!  

As well as the Cooperativa HandiCREA that has detected the places’ accessibility, there are other 

entities, which have collaborated on the project:  

- The Associazione “Guide e accompagnatori turistici del Trentino” (Association “Tour guides 

of Trentino”) for the writing of the informative texts  

- The Cooperativa “Senza barriere onlus” (Non-profit organisation of social utility “Without 

barriers”) for the consultation regarding the accessibility for visually impaired people  

- The Associazione Fedora for the consultation regarding the accessibility for deaf people  

- The Istituto Superiore Tambosi (high school Tambosi) for the creation of the project’s logo  

Sabrina Santorum made the video and Mattia Fravezzi handled the IT part.  

Thank you as well to the ENS (Ente Nazionale Sordi di Trento - national institution of deaf people of 

Trento) and UIC (Unione Italiana Ciechi - Italian union of blind people) for the collaboration and the 

participation in the filming as background actors.   

GO BACK TO PREVIOUS PAGE AND CLICK ON EACH PLACE TO WATCH THE VIDEOS!  

 

 


